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Belkin has many great 
ideas for gift giving this 
season—most under $50! 
We’ve got gift ideas for the 
Fashionista, the Road 
Warrior, the Workout 
Obsessed, even the 
Kid at Heart.

QODE™ Pro Keyboards 
for iPad Air 2
The perfect gift for the creative writer on your list. This sleek case 
is designed with a keyboard that features a full set of keys for a 
superior typing experience, while the detachable cover offers full 
protection for their device. It also features an innovative app that 
comes with a battery life indicator, quick-launch shortcuts for 
favorite apps and websites, and multiple language options. Take your 
pick of metallic colors designed to complement the look and feel of 
iPad Air 2.
F5L176 • $149.99

Road RockStar™ 
Finally, a solution for road trips is here! The 
Road RockStar allows up to four passengers to 
simultaneously charge their devices. Equipped with 
a 6-foot cable, the Road RockStar allows seamless 
charging for the passengers in the backseat. It’s 
the must-have accessory for surviving road trips 
with the family.
F8M935 • $39.99

MIXIT Lightning 
to USB 
Leather Tassel  
The fashionista in your life will love this genuine 
leather fringe tassel. This chic accessory comes 
with a hidden premium charging cable, so they’re 
never without a cable to charge their device. Its 
fringe design and complementary colors add an 
extra touch of style to any purse or backpack.
F8J174 • $34.99
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LEGO Cases 
for iPhone 6 
Fun and functional, the LEGO Builder Case lets you create your own 
masterpiece on the back plate of your case, while offering full protection 
for your iPhone. It’s the perfect gift for the kid at heart.
F8W538 • $44.99

Dana Tanamachi Cases
for iPhone and iPad  
Deck your devices with these lovely Dana Tanamachi case designs for 
your iPhone and iPad. Inspired by some of Dana’s chalk art pieces, these 
cases come in a variety of colors and patterns to match every mood.
F8W657 • $29.99–34.99

Clip-Fit Armband
The Clip-Fit Armband is an essential gift for the 
workout buff. This handy accessory converts from 
a case to an armband with one simple click, so 
they’ll never have to struggle to take their phone 
from its case to take a perfect workout selfie!
F8W497 • $49.99

MIXIT Metallic Power Packs 
For the person who has everything, how about their own personal 
charging station? Equipped with two USB ports, this handy accessory 
allows users to charge two devices at once. Its slim and lightweight 
design makes it ideal for storing in carry-on luggage or a travel bag, so 
users can charge just about anywhere.
F8M989 • $69.99


